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Abstract:
Any observer of games will note that they tend to cluster into recognized sty
the first-person shooter (FPS), the real-time strategy game (RTS), the massiv
multiplayer online game (MMOG), and the platformer. A priori, the natural
that these are similar to the sorts of genres with which we are familiar in oth
science fiction, the film musical, and so on. Yet game styles are defined by m
play, rather than thematic elements; perhaps they should be viewed as quite
conventional notions of genre.Conventionally, genres are viewed as arising o
conditions that make certain themes compelling to contemporaries. This pa
game styles, by contrast, arise from the invention of a particular game mech
mechanics, and that when a game which introduces a new play style that ot
compelling is introduced, it quickly spawns a whole category of games that
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Indeed, this pattern can be viewed again and again from the earliest history
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games (in the mid-18th century, possibly with the publication o

Journey Through Europe in 1759), the discovery of a successful game style h
been linked to a commercial boom and an expanded audience. Consequent
argue that however difficult the development of a whole new game style ma
comparison to development of games of well-understood types, long term
success is more likely to be achieved by striving for innovation.
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